ABOUT US

Fusion Salon has been a
modern
friendly
Jersey
Shore
salon
providing
exceptional services within
every beauty budget. We've
decided to bring Custom
Spray Tanning to our long
list of services we can offer
to our guests. We strive to
offer beautiful tans by our
certified Spray Tan Artists
that will leave you looking
like you just walked off the
beach! Norvell solutions are
the #1 sunless brand in the
nation, mixed with award
winning techniques to give
you an unmatched tan.
CALL TO BOOK
609.368.6431

Norvell created the solutions,
and we create the art.
Your Spray Tan Artist will use
a special scale called The
Fitzpatrick Scale to pick the
perfect solution just for you!

THE FITZPATRICK
SCALE
Each Norvell Solution is designed to
work with either all skin types or a
select few. If you have a TYPE 1 skin
type then your Spray Tan Artist
would choose a lighter solution for
you in your consultation. If you are
ready for a darker spray tan, then
your Spray Tan Artist will choose a
solution
for
skin
Types
3-6.
Consultations typically happen right
before your session to help your
artist pick the right color that our
guest is comfortable with.

THE
SOLUTIONS WE
OFFER

WHAT WE
RECOMMEND

Prep

1. Exfoliate but be gentle! We
suggest
the
Norvell
Sunless exfoliator.
2. If you need to wax or
shave, have it done 24
hours before your session.
3. Heavy moisturizers can act
as a barrier between your
skin and the tan, ask your
artist about the Norvell
Sun Extender lotion safe to
use after your session.

Post

While Venetian is our best seller we
have a lot of other custom options. A
Clear Plus solution would be perfect
for a guest who doesn't want any color
transfer
or
immediate
cosmetic
bronzer. A Rapid solution would be
ideal for a guest who doesn't have time
to wait 24 hours to wash off their tan.
Cosmo
solutions
are
completely
organic, just ask dark but all natural.

1. Unless using a Rapid Solution, wait
24 hours to wash off your spray.
You will see the cosmetic solution
rinse off in the shower. Use warm
water and no soap(the first time)
unless it is the Norvell Safe Ph
Balancing Cleanser.
2. Extend and build color between
sessions with a daily application of
the Norvell Sunless Color Extender
or the Norvell Body Butter Extend.

